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New Active Shooter Training and Early Warning Monitoring Available
Annapolis, MD (March 6, 2018). In response to the continued rise of active shooter incidents
throughout the US resulting in horrific tragedy, Resilient Corporation, through its subsidiary
CRA, Inc., announces the launch of its revised and improved Active Shooter Workshop training
program. This active shooter training for communities compliments the social media
monitoring CRA presently provides for police departments. Social media monitoring provides
law enforcement personnel with intelligence and early warning of potential incidents, and
provides a tool for the monitoring of large events, protests or other similar events.
The new Active Shooter Workshop has been designed to provide public and private sector
business and security managers with practical tools that can be implemented immediately. In
addition to focusing on active shooter incident response, the training workshop helps clients to
develop assessments, training, and plans tailored to their specific facility. The new training
program incorporates the lessons learned over CRA’s decades-long experience of teaching active
shooter courses, is informed by recent active shooter incidents, and is appropriate for corporate,
hospitality, airports, law enforcement and other audiences.
Former Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich commented that “Gun-free zones do nothing to stop
mass killers. Resilient Corporation’s workshops arm citizens with the knowledge and training
necessary for communities to deter and respond to active shooter situations.”
“There has been endless debate about what the appropriate action and response should be to an
active shooter. Post 9/11 efforts to organize them have increased dramatically our capacity to
defend ourselves, but the simple truth is that a target to resources gap remains, and it will always
will be there, because we have too much to defend and too few resources for governments and the
private sector to protect them," said Major General Bruce M. Lawlor, USA (Ret.) who helped
organize the U.S. Department of Homeland Security, and became its first Chief of Staff. "One
thing people can do is develop active shooter protocols and training to prepare as much as
possible for an active shooter event. Schools, entertainment venues, transportation hubs, etc. can
all benefit from planning and training. CRA can help with that. The goal is to avoid injury or
death wherever possible," Lawlor said.
“Active Shooter training is one of several initiatives being deployed by Resilient Corp./CRA that
addresses community resilience. We are actively working with an investment banker to secure
$13mm of capital from accredited investors to broaden the reach of additional training programs
as well as Resilient’s core business which is their ability to measure and score a community’s
resilience to disasters of all kinds be it weather related or in the case of active shooters, a man
made catastrophe,” said Mark Gembicki, CEO of Resilient Corporation.

About Resilient Corporation
Resilient Corporation is a privately held company that has developed the first and only objective, independent, resilience scoring
system, The Resilient Score, using state-of-the-art competitive intelligence techniques for collecting open-source data and turning it
into actionable intelligence through its proprietary algorithm and big-data analytics platform. As used by Resilient Corporation, the
term “resilient” is defined as an organization’s capacity to anticipate disruptions, adapt to crisis events, recover from disasters, and
create lasting value. Resilient Scores focus on measuring end-to-end operational resilience, enabling forward-thinking leaders and
managers to understand, manage, and prepare their organizations for disruptions of varying magnitudes while finding new
opportunities for efficiencies and growth. www.resilient.com

About CRA
Established in 1984, CRA is a nationally-recognized leader in the fields of homeland security, emergency management, planning,
training, and exercises. Our staff of full-time professionals and our nationwide network of “on-call” subject-matter experts are highly
regarded for their knowledge and skills in terrorism prevention, critical infrastructure protection and resilience, emergency
management, information sharing and intelligence analysis, and law enforcement. We remain on the forefront of several national
security and preparedness initiatives. We are currently conducting a breakthrough series of active shooter training and exercise
projects nationwide. We also staff qualified intelligence and criminal analysts at fusion centers and real-time crime centers and
continue expanding programs to secure positions in multiple departments throughout the country.

